Comparison of visual function studies in two cases of senile macular degeneration.
In this paper two relatively early cases of senile macular degeneration are compared by making use of a number of tests of visual function, some relatively new, coupled with observation of the fundus and analysis by fluorescein angiography. The functional tests include visual acuity, the sustainedlike and transientlike functions which are believed to test inner retinal receptive field properties and to have origin in the inner and outer plexiform layers, the Stiles-Crawford function which reflects the directional sensitivity and orientation of photoreceptors, and increment threshold curves. In one case there was evidence of inner retinal involvement at the time the tests were conducted, but, because the Stiles-Crawford function remained essentially normal, it is assumed that the receptors were not disturbed relative to their orientation. In this case (as in many others), the zone or area exhibiting functional change does not necessarily match the area exhibiting anatomical change as observed by examination of the fundus, fundus photography, and fluorescein angiography. In the second patient there is evidence of both anomalous inner retinal function and disturbance in receptor alignment. The later suggests disorientation of the receptor bed. These findings correlated with the fundus observation and fluorescein angiographic evidence of a leak, resulting in the presence of serous fluid beneath the neurosensory retina. With resolution of this fluid there was a return of the functional tests toward normal. At this time, it is not possible to determine whether, in two cases, the functional changes are proceeding on a parallel course, but are at different stages, or whether they are the expression of somewhat different anomalies.